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a b s t r a c t

Fiber-reinforced asymmetric laminates fabricated at elevated temperatures may exhibit bistability at
room temperature. The magnitude of deformation in each shape depends primarily on the curing
temperature. This paper presents a novel asymmetric bistable laminate that is fabricated at room tem-
perature and whose stable shapes are analogous to those of a thermally cured fiber-reinforced polymeric
composite. The proposed laminate is composed of a stress-free isotropic core layer sandwiched between
two asymmetric, mechanically-prestressed, fiber-reinforced elastomeric layers. Its stable shapes can be
independently tuned by varying the prestress in each elastomeric layer. The mechanics of the laminate
are studied using an analytical laminated-plate model that includes the geometric and material non-
linearities associated with large deformations caused by highly-strained elastomers. The effects of core
modulus, core thickness, elastomer-core width ratio, and laminate size are examined through a para-
metric study. Laminate samples are fabricated in the 90�/core/0� configuration for model validation. The
simulated stable shapes of the laminate are in agreement with the measured shapes. The dynamic
response of the laminate during shape transition is measured using a motion capture system.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Multistable composite laminates exhibit multiple stable shapes
and require actuation only for shape transition. Due to the potential
offered by these laminates for reduction in weight and complexity,
they are candidates for adaptive structures in automotive body
panels [1], aircraft control surfaces [2], and wind turbine blades [3].
The basic requirement in the design of a multistable laminate is to
incorporate residual stress into the structure such that multiple
strain energy minima are possible. The methods available for
inducing multistability in a panel can be classified into two cate-
gories, viz., mechanical and thermal.

Residual stress can be mechanically induced in isotropic panels
using plastic deformation techniques like plastic forming [4], and
creating dimples [5] and corrugations [6]. Forcing an initial curva-
ture in a stress-free plate or beam by designing the appropriate
boundary conditions results in pseudo-bistable structures [7,8].
Designs with mechanically-induced multistability are compatible
with isotropic panels, but the resting shape is sensitive to the
Chillara), dapino.1@osu.edu
actuation force applied.
The most extensively studied multistable behavior involves

asymmetric fiber-reinforced polymeric (FRP) laminates which are
cured in a pre-impregnated form at high temperature and pressure.
This processing ensures geometric precision and optimal strength
[9]. Cooling the cured laminates to room temperature results in an
intrinsic residual stress induced by a mismatch between the ther-
mal contraction of the matrix and fiber. At room temperature, FRP
laminates exhibit two stable shapes that are curved in opposite
directions [10]. The magnitude of curvature is primarily influenced
by the curing temperature and its direction is governed by the
orientation of fiber layers [11e13]. The stable shapes of an asym-
metric FRP laminate can be augmented by sandwiching an isotropic
core [14]. Daynes et al. [15] selectively appliedmechanical prestress
to fiber layers to create a buckled region in the laminate in order to
achieve symmetric curvatures. Li et al. [16] developed hybrid
symmetric laminates without the need for a buckled region by
including two symmetric metallic layers whose thermal expansion
coefficient is much higher than that of the fibers and the matrix. In
laminates with thermally induced bistability, the presence of a
continuous matrix material results in fully coupled shapes at room
temperature, leaving little scope for tailoring individual shapes. By
virtue of the thermo-mechanical process involved in fabricating
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FRP laminates, they are sensitive to operating temperature and
humidity [17].

This paper presents a room temperature-cured asymmetric
bistable laminate with stable shapes that are analogous to those of
an asymmetric FRP laminate (Fig. 1). The laminate consists of a
stress-free isotropic core sandwiched between two mechanically-
prestressed elastomeric matrix composites (EMCs). EMCs are
fiber-reinforced elastomeric layers that are intrinsically anisotropic.
In the proposed laminate, they are thin elastomeric strips rein-
forced with fibers oriented along the width in order to achieve
near-zero in-plane Poisson's ratio [18]. Chillara et al. [19] demon-
strated that a cylindrical curvature can be created in an isotropic
plate by bonding it to an EMC that is mechanically-prestressed in
the matrix-dominated direction. The resulting geometry is such
that the prestressed EMC is on the concave face. Two prestressed
EMC strips are aligned with fibers in the 90� and 0� orientations
and are bonded on opposite faces of the core to form a bistable
laminate (Fig. 1 (a)). The stable cylindrical shapes in this configu-
ration have curvatures that are 90� apart (Fig. 1(b) and (c)).

When the modulus of the core is much higher (103 times) than
the modulus of an EMC in the prestressed direction, a weakly-
coupled condition is possible, where the stable cylindrical shapes
are independent of the prestress in the EMC on the convex face.
This condition exists when the relative angle between two
transversely-reinforced EMCs is 90�. Only the EMC on the concave
face is associated with curvature since the orthogonal EMC (on the
convex face) has near-zero in-plane Poisson's ratio. Therefore, it is
possible to tune each shape independently during laminate fabri-
cation by varying the prestress in the corresponding EMC. The
magnitude of each curvature depends on the modulus and thick-
ness of the core, and the width of each EMC. The width of an EMC is
restricted to a fraction of the core width since the fibers in the EMCs
can have a modulus comparable to that of the core and therefore
restrict curvature in the laminate.

Varying the relative angle between the two EMCs results in
complex laminate shapes consisting of twist and curvature. The
proposed bistable laminate design offers opportunities for the
control of motion and vibration of a continuous surface through the
incorporation of localized bistability. Also, the prestressed EMCs
serve as damping elements that suppress vibrations persisting after
snap-through from one shape to another. Mechanically-prestressed
bistable laminates are fabricated at room temperature and their
performance is expected to be insensitive to temperature and hu-
midity variations.

A nonlinear analytical laminated-plate model inspired by the
model for thermally cured bistable laminates by Hyer [20] is
Fig. 1. (a) Configuration of a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate, (b) curved lamin
developed to calculate the stable shapes of a mechanically-
prestressed bistable laminate (section 2). A Lagrangian strain
formulation based on classical laminate plate theory is used to
describe the laminate in a large deflection context. Large prestrain
applied to a hyperelastic material such as an EMC requires the
incorporation of material and geometric nonlinearities in the
model [21]. The stable shapes of a bistable laminate are computed
as a function of prestress in each of the EMCs. A fabrication method
is presented and laminate samples with variousmagnitudes of EMC
prestrain are fabricated for model validation (section 3). The
calculated stable shapes of the laminate are in accordance with the
measured shapes (section 4). A model-based parametric study is
conducted to determine the effects of parameters such as the ratio
of EMC width to core width, core modulus, core thickness, and
laminate size (section 5). The response of the laminate during
shape transition is measured using a motion capture system (sec-
tion 6).

2. Analytical model

The equilibrium shapes of an asymmetric mechanically-
prestressed bistable laminate can be calculated analytically by
minimizing its total potential energy to obtain the coefficients of
the assumed strain and displacement functions. Hyer [20] pre-
sented an analytical model based on energy minimization to
calculate the room temperature shapes of thermally-cured asym-
metric laminates. In-plane strain functions were assumed to be
polynomials of second degree containing only the terms with an
even power. Dano and Hyer [22] improved this model using third
degree polynomials for strain and proposed a method for the
computation of in-plane shear strain from axial strains. However,
the snap-through phenomenon and certain bistability effects could
not be accurately estimated with this model. Pirrera et al. [23]
developed higher order models to accurately reflect the geo-
metric nonlinearity in slender laminates (high aspect ratio); the
multi-event snap-through phenomenon, experimentally observed
by Potter et al. [24], was explained using 11th degree polynomials.

Hyer's model was successfully employed as the basis for the
development of thermally-cured bistable laminate designs like
adaptive [25], symmetric [15], anti-symmetric [26], and unsym-
metric metal-hybrid laminates [27]. In these designs, the thermal
input applied to the laminate is linearly related to strain through
the coefficient of thermal expansion of the constituent layers. The
model for a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate in-
corporates the nonlinear mechanics of a hyperelastic material such
as a prestressed fiber-reinforced elastomer (Fig. 2). The detailed
ate due to a deformed 90� EMC, and (c) curved laminate due to a deformed 0� EMC.



Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a matrix-prestressed bistable laminate.
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model, based for simplicity on third order polynomials, is presented
in the following subsections.
2.1. Laminate strain formulation

The model for a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate is
based on the assumptions of classical laminate plate theory. Strains
for composite materials with geometric nonlinearities, as appli-
cable to this problem, are written in accordance with von Karman's
hypothesis [28] as:

εx ¼ vu
vx

þ 1
2

�
vw
vx

�2
; (1)

gxy ¼ vu
vy

þ vv

vx
þ vw

vx
vw
vy

; (2)

εy ¼ vv

vy
þ 1
2

�
vw
vy

�2

: (3)

Displacements u, v, andw of any point in the composite in the X,
Y, and Z directions, respectively, are related to the displacements u0,
v0, and w0 of the geometric mid-planes (Fig. 2) as:

uðx; y; zÞ ¼ u0ðxÞ � z
vw0

vx
; (4)

vðx; y; zÞ ¼ v0ðyÞ � z
vw0

vy
; (5)

wðx; y; zÞ ¼ w0ðx; yÞ: (6)

Strain of an arbitrary plane z of the composite is obtained by
substituting (4)e(6) into (1)e(3):
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leading to the relations:

εx ¼ ε
0
x þ zk0x ; gxy ¼ g0xy þ zk0xy; εy ¼ ε

0
y þ zk0y ; (10)

where ε
0
x and ε

0
y are the in-plane axial strains, g0xy is the in-plane

shear strain, and k0x , k0y , and k0xy are the curvatures and twist,
respectively, of the geometric mid-plane. The displacement func-
tion w0 in the Z direction is approximated as:

w0ðxÞ ¼
1
2

�
ax2 þ bxyþ cy2

�
; (11)

such that

k0x ¼ �v2w0

vx2
b� a; k0xy ¼ �2

v2w0

vyvx
b� b; k0y ¼ �v2w0

vy2
b� c:

(12)

In-plane strains are approximated by quadratic polynomials in x
and y such that the coefficients of terms with an odd degree are
zero [20]:

ε
0
x ¼ c00 þ c20x

2 þ c11xyþ c02y
2; (13)

ε
0
y ¼ d00 þ d20x

2 þ d11xyþ d02y
2: (14)

Displacements u0 and v0, required for the calculation of shear
strain, are obtained through integration of (1) and (3) as:
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1
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Substitution of (11), (15), and (16) in (8) yields an expression for
shear strain in the composite.
2.2. Nonlinear model of a prestressed EMC

A large prestrain (up to 1.0) in the matrix-dominated direction
of an EMC is associated with a geometric nonlinearity and a
hyperelastic material response [21]. The novelty in the proposed
model is in the incorporation of these nonlinearities into the basic
analytical framework for calculating the stable shapes of bistable
laminates [20]. The fibers in the EMC strip are assumed to be ori-
ented along its width in order to maintain a near-zero in-plane
Poisson's ratio. There is no loss of generality in this assumption
since the relative angle between the two EMCs is sufficient to
design the orientations of the principal curvatures in the laminate.
Decoupling the lateral and longitudinal strains in an EMC allows
the designer to use a unidirectional polynomial stress function
instead of a hyperelastic model, thereby reducing computational
cost. A model for a prestressed EMC that is applied as a lamina in a
morphing composite has been presented by Chillara et al. [29] and
is outlined here for completeness. The nonlinear Lagrangian strain
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ðeð90Þx Þ of a 90� EMC prestressed in the X direction is written as:

eð90Þx ¼ vu
vx

þ 1
2

�
vu
vx

�2

; (17)

where u is the axial displacement. For compatibility with (1), this
strain must be linearized. The corresponding linear axial strain is:

ε
ð90Þ
x ¼ vu

vx
: (18)

The linear strain ε
ð90Þ
x is expressed in terms of eð90Þx as:

ε
ð90Þ
x ¼ �1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 2eð90Þx

q
: (19)

Stress is calculated incrementally at discrete values of linear strain
as:

si ¼ si�1 þ Eiðεi � εi�1Þ; (20)

where Ei is the point-wise modulus obtained from a uniaxial tensile
test of a 90� EMC (Fig. 3). The design details of the tested 90� EMC
are presented in section 3.

The reduced average stress function for an EMC with near-zero
in-plane Poisson's ratio and with fibers oriented at 90� in the
bistable laminate is described using a quartic polynomial as:

sx ¼ �0:698εx4 þ 2:29εx3 � 2:306εx2 þ 1:598εx ½MPa�: (21)

The stress function ðsyÞ for the corresponding 0� EMC in the
laminate is obtained by replacing εx in (21) with εy. The stress
function for an EMC in an arbitrary orientation can be obtained
using the appropriate rotation matrices.
2.3. Computation of stable laminate shapes

The potential energy of the system ðUT Þ can be expressed as a
function of the geometric and material properties of the laminae,
total strains of the laminate, and prestrain in the EMCs as:
Fig. 3. Stress-strain curve for a 90� EMC obtained from a uniaxial tensile test.
UT ¼
Z
V
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1
2
Q16gxyεx þ

1
2
Q26gxyεy

þ 1
2
Q66g

2
xy

�
dV ; (22)

where fQijfi; j ¼ 1;2;6gg are the plane stress-reduced stiffness
parameters [28], and U1 ¼ 0:5ðQ11ε

2
x Þ, U2 ¼ 0:5ðQ22ε

2
yÞ are the

strain energies in the linearly strained directions in a lamina. En-
ergies U1 and U2 are computed as the integral of sx and sy for a 90�

and 0� EMC respectively. This gives, for the two EMCs:

Uð90Þ
1 ¼ f ðε90 � εxÞ; Uð0Þ

2 ¼ f
�
ε0 � εy

�
(23)

where ε90 and ε0 are the prestrains in the 90� and the 0� EMCs
respectively. The limits of integration for the computation of strain
energy are listed in Table 1.

The equilibrium shapes of the laminate are obtained by mini-
mizing UT using the following variational approach:

dUT ¼
X14
i¼1

vUT

vci
¼ 0; (24)

where,

ci ¼ fa; b; c; c00; c20; c11; c02; d00; d20;d11;d02; f1; f2; f3g: (25)

The fourteen equations resulting from (24) are solved simulta-
neously to calculate the strains and the out-of-plane displacement
of the laminate. The expressions for UT and dUT are evaluated in
symbolic form using MAPLE. The Newton-Raphson approach is
employed to numerically approximate the equilibrium shapes of
the laminate. Due to the sensitivity of the nonlinear solver to initial
conditions, the initial estimates for the simulation are chosen based
on themeasured shapes of one physical sample. To obtain solutions
corresponding to the stable shapes, a constraint on the Jacobian of
the system of equations is included in the model. The Jacobian
matrix is computed with respect to the variables listed in (25) and
is required to be positive definite in order to have a stable solution.

3. Laminate fabrication

A fabrication procedure for a mechanically-prestressed bistable
laminate is presented in this section. Samples with different values
of EMC prestrain are fabricated in a 90� EMC/spring steel/0� EMC
configuration. The two stable shapes of the resulting laminate are
measured using a motion-capture camera system.

3.1. Elastomeric matrix composite

Two layers of unidirectional carbon fibers arewettedwith liquid
silicone and then sandwiched between two pre-cured silicone
rubber strips to create an elastomeric matrix composite. The uni-
directional fibers are oriented along the width of the EMC strip.
Rhodorsil V340/CA45 mold making silicone rubber of durometer
Table 1
Limits of integration for the computation of the total potential energy of a
mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate.

Lamina x y z

90� EMC ð�Lx=2; Lx=2Þ ð�Cy=2;Cy=2Þ ð�H=2;�h1Þ
Core ð�Lx=2; Lx=2Þ ð�Ly=2; Ly=2Þ ð�h1 ;h2Þ
0� EMC ð�Cx=2; Cx=2Þ ð�Ly=2; Ly=2Þ ðh2;H=2Þ
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grade 45 (Shore Type A) is used to prepare pre-cured sheets of
0.76 mm thickness. Unidirectional carbon fibers are prepared from
a woven fabric that has an areal density of 3.1 kg/m2 (Fiberglast
Developments Corp.) The dimensions of the fabricated EMCs are
152.4 � 38.1 � 2 mm and the volume fraction of the fibers is 0.17.

The longitudinal ðE1Þ and transverse ðE2Þ modulus of an EMC
that is reinforced along its width can be calculated using the rule of
mixtures as:

E1 ¼ 1
nf
Ef
þ 1�nf

Em

; E2 ¼ Ef nf þ Em
�
1� nf

�
: (26)

For a fiber modulus of 240 GPa and a linear matrix modulus of
1.2 MPa (up to 0.2 strain), E1 and E2 are calculated to be 1.45 MPa
and 40.8 GPa, respectively. E1 is in agreement with the measured
longitudinal modulus of 1.5 MPa in the linear regime (Fig. 3).
However, E2 may not reflect the true mechanics of the EMC in a
laminated-composite setup, since the fibers are not uniformly
distributed within the matrix.
3.2. Bistable laminate

The core layer is a sheet of spring steel of dimensions
152.4 � 152.4 � 0.127 mm. A paint primer (Rust-Oleum) is sprayed
on the sheet to create a rough surface for bonding the EMC to steel;
interlaminar shear, which is a common failure mode in prestressed
composites, is improved [30,31]. One of the fabricated EMCs is
stretched using a pair of grips and is then bonded to the steel sheet
such that the fiber orientation in the laminate is 90� (Fig. 4(a)). The
sample is allowed to cure for 24 h during which pressure is applied
to the bonded region throughout this duration (Fig. 4(b)). The
resulting laminate has a cylindrical shape at equilibrium (Fig. 4(c)).
This laminate is then bonded to a prestrained EMC such that the
fibers are in a 0� orientation (Fig. 4(d)). The sample is flattened
Fig. 4. (a) A spring-steel core bonded to a prestressed EMC in the 90� orientation, (b) pressur
upon removal of the EMC from the grips, (d) curved sample bonded to an EMC in the 0�

resulting bistable laminate with the ends of the EMCs wrapped around and bonded to the
using two thick plates and is held down using clamps for curing
(Fig. 4(e)). Flattening the sample ensures minimal in-plane strain in
the steel sheet when the 0� EMC is bonded to it. Fabrication trials
revealed that debonding can occur during handling at the EMC-
core interface at the edges of the laminate. This phenomenon is
attributed to a sharp transition in stress state from the prestressed
region in the EMC to the stress-free region in the core. Debonding
can be prevented by curling and bonding the dangling ends of the
EMC onto the opposite face of the sheet (Fig. 4(f)).

The fabricated bistable laminate sample has two stable shapes
as shown in Fig. 5. Curvature in the laminate due to the 90� EMC
(Fig. 4(c)) is found to remain unaltered after bonding the 0� EMC to
it (Fig. 5(a)). However, the region spanning the width of the 0� EMC
has a flattened appearance. This is due to the presence of two layers
with very high modulus, viz., the carbon fibers in the EMC and the
steel core in this region. Transition between the stable shapes is
achieved by applying a moment at the ends of the composite about
the axis of initial curvature.
3.3. Measurement of laminate geometry

The cylindrical stable shapes of the laminate are recorded using
a 3D image capture technique. The process involves the recon-
struction of a surface by mapping the coordinates of markers
physically attached to the surface [32]. The image of the surface is
captured using multiple cameras and the coordinates of the
markers are obtained by triangulating the marker locations
captured by each camera. The shapes of the fabricated laminate are
measured using an OptiTrack (NaturalPoint Inc.) motion capture
system that maps the coordinates of 49 hemispherical reflective
markers. Each marker has a diameter of 3 mm and is bonded to the
sample in a 7 � 7 grid (Fig. 6(a)). The horizontal and vertical dis-
tances between markers is 25.4 mm (1 inch). Four still cameras
with a resolution of 1.3 megapixels and a maximum recording
e applied to the bonded region for curing, (c) laminate with a single curvature obtained
orientation, (e) pressure applied to the bonded region after flattening the sample, (f)
core.



Fig. 5. Stable shapes of a fabricated sample of a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate.

Fig. 6. (a) Reflective markers bonded to the laminate sample for shape measurement, (b) setup showing the motion capture system used to record the equilibrium shapes of the
laminate.
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speed of 120 frames per second are arranged as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Using the Motive (NaturalPoint Inc.) software, it is ensured that
each marker is seen at least by 3 cameras. The cameras are cali-
brated to an accuracy of 0.03 mm in a capture volume of
305 � 305 � 305 mm by waving a wand that contains three
spherical reflective markers located inline at a fixed relative dis-
tance. A coordinate system is defined using a right angle measure
that is equipped with spherical reflective markers at its ends. Two
axes are obtained from these markers while the third axis is
calculated as their cross product. The laminate sample is then
placed in the capture volume in each of its stable shapes and the
coordinates of each marker are obtained. The recorded marker
coordinates are normalized and are fit using a quartic-quadratic
polynomial to reconstruct each cylindrical shape of the laminate.
While a quadratic-linear polynomial is sufficient to describe a cy-
lindrical shape, a quartic-quadratic polynomial is required to cap-
ture the flat region in the laminate enforced by the EMC on the
convex face. The reconstructed stable shapes of the laminate are
plotted in Figs. 7 and 8.
Fig. 7. Stable cylindrical shape of a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate with
curvature about the X axis.
4. Results and discussion

The simulations conducted using themodel presented in section
3 yield three equilibrium shapes for a mechanically-prestressed
bistable laminate. Two of these shapes are stable and have a cy-
lindrical geometry while one shape is unstable and has a saddle
geometry. The simulated shapes are as expected since the



Fig. 8. Stable cylindrical shape of a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate with
curvature about the Y axis.

Table 3
Dimensions of the laminae for modeling and fabrication.

Lamina Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm)

90� EMC 152.4 38.1 2.032
Core 152.4 152.4 0.127
0� EMC 38.1 152.4 2.032
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fabricated laminate exhibits only two cylindrical shapes.
The material properties and dimensions of the laminae used in

the simulation are listed in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. The in-plane
shear modulus ðG12Þ for a 90� and a 0� EMC is assumed to be 0.8
times its linear elastic modulus in the matrix-dominated direction
[33]; G12 for an EMC is a constant since no twist is expected in the
stable shapes of a laminate in a 90�/core/0� configuration. Poisson's
ratios n12 and n21 for an EMC are assumed to be zero due to the high
ratio of transverse (40.8 GPa) to longitudinal (1.5 MPa) modulus in
the linear regime.

Simulations conducted with a transverse EMC modulus of
40.8 GPa (see section 3.1) result in very small curvatures on the
order of 10�5 mm�1. These calculations are consistent with the flat
regions shown in Fig. 5(b). However, global curvature is calculated
by using the same curvature for both flat and curved regions. The
assumption of constant curvature is implemented by setting the
transverse EMC modulus to 0.4 MPa. This assumption is justified
because the modified modulus value corresponds to shear in the
purely-elastomeric sub-layer that is located between the core and
the fiber-reinforced elastomeric layer in the EMC; the restriction
offered by the fibers in the EMC is nullified.

For a prestrain of 0.6 in each of the EMCs, the stable shapes
calculated with the updated EMC modulus are compared with the
corresponding measured shapes (Figs. 7 and 8). The principal cur-
vatures k0x and k0y of the fabricated sample are calculated using the
method of least squares as �0.0093 mm�1 and 0.0057 mm�1

respectively. It is observed that
		k0x 		 is greater than 			k0y			; the cause is

a residual in-plane strain in the core when it is flattened out for
bonding with the 0� EMC (Fig. 4(e)). However, the average of
Table 2
Material properties of the laminae for modeling and fabrication.

Lamina E1 (MPa) E2 (MPa) G12 (MPa) n12 n21

90� EMC Nonlinear 0.4 1.2 0 0
Core layer 200,000 200,000 78,125 0.28 0.28
0� EMC 0.4 Nonlinear 1.2 0 0
f		k0x 		; 			k0y 			g of 0.0071 mm�1 closely matches the simulated
f		k0x 		 and

			k0y 			g and
			k0y 			 of 0.0076 mm�1.

The stable cylindrical shapes of a laminate in the 90� EMC/core/
0� EMC configuration are simulated as a function of the EMC pre-
strains ε90 and ε0 (Fig. 9). The associated principal curvatures k0x and
k0y have a nonlinear dependence on ε90 and ε0 respectively. The
nonlinear variation bears resemblence to the hyperelastic response
of an EMC (Fig. 3). Curvatures k0x and k0y are respectively indepen-
dent of ε0 and ε90. Since the EMCs are prestressed by applying a
corresponding strain, a weakly-coupled condition exists such that
each curvature is independent of the prestress in the EMC on the
convex face. This condition is valid only if the prestressed EMCs are
orthogonally oriented on an isotropic core; there is no twist in the
laminate.

Seven laminate samples with prestrain values ðε90; ε0Þ of
(0.3,0.3), (0.4,0.4), (0.5,0.5), (0.6,0.6), (0.8,0.8), (0.3,0.6), and
(0.4,0.8) are fabricated and their curvatures are measured (Fig. 9).
The simulated curvatures of the laminate are in agreement with the
measured curvatures. Theweakly-coupled condition is validated by
the fact that k0y is equal in samples with equal ε0 but unequal ε90.
The bias between

		k0x 		 and 			k0y 			 induced in the fabrication process is
found to be constant in all samples. Accuracy of the designed
shapes can be improved through simultaneous lamination but at
the expense of increased complexity of the fabrication setup.
Fig. 9. Equilibrium curvatures of a mechanically-prestressed bistable laminate as a
function of prestrain in the 90� and 0� EMCs.
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5. Parametric study

A study on the effect of design parameters such as coremodulus,
core thickness, and size on laminate shapes is presented in this
section. It is shown that besides EMC prestrain, laminate shapes can
be tailored using the ratio of EMCwidth to corewidth. Material and
geometric properties listed in Tables 2 and 3 are used in the ana-
lyses unless mentioned otherwise.
Fig. 11. Stable-equilibrium curvatures of the laminate as a function of core modulus
and thickness; ε90 ¼ 0:8 and ε0 ¼ 0:5.
5.1. Effect of EMC width

A change in the width of an EMC in the laminate is associated
with a change in the magnitude of prestress developed in it and
hence affects laminate geometry. The non-dimensional widths of
the EMCs relative to the core dimensions are defined as:

a90 ¼ Cy
Ly
; a0 ¼ Cx

Lx
: (27)

The stable curvatures for a90 and a0 ranging from 0.08 to 0.33
are plotted in Fig. 10. Prestrains ε90 and ε0 are maintained constant
at 0.6. It is seen that k0x and k0y are a linear function of a90 and a0
respectively. Such a trend can be attributed to a linear relationship
between the width and the cross-sectional area, and hence the
prestress, of an EMC. Further, k0x and k0y are independent of a0 and
a90 respectively, indicating the weak coupling between the EMCs.
5.2. Effect of core modulus and thickness

Themodulus (E) and thickness ðt ¼ h2 � h1Þ of the isotropic core
affect the two stable shapes of the laminate. Curvatures k0x and k0y
are calculated for ε90 ¼ 0:8 and ε0 ¼ 0:5 over a range of core
modulus and thickness. Fig. 11 is a plot of the isometric lines of
�1=

		k0x 		 and �1=
			k0y 			. For a given t,

		k0x 		 and 			k0y			 decrease with an
increase in E. Further,

		k0x 		 and 			k0y			 decrease with an increase in t for
Fig. 10. Influence of the width of an EMC relative to core width on the stable-
equilibrium curvatures of the laminate; ε90 ¼ ε0 ¼ 0:6.
a fixed E. Fig. 11 serves as a tool for the selection of the thickness of
the chosen core material to obtain a given set of laminate curva-
tures. For example, a core material of modulus 60 GPa must be
0.185 mm thick such that the stable shapes of the laminate have
radii of curvature (

		1=k0x 		 and 			1=k0y			) of 100 mm and 150 mm.
5.3. Effect of laminate size

In thermally-cured thin unsymmetric laminates, bistability is
observed beyond a particular laminate size [20]. To examine a
relevant feature, the bistability of a mechanically-prestressed
square laminate is simulated for characteristic length L
ð¼ Lx ¼ LyÞ ranging from 25.4 mm to 228.6 mm. EMC prestrains ε90
and ε0 are held constant at 0.6. Fig. 12 shows the variation of k0x and
k0y with L. It is seen that the laminate has a single stable shape up to
a bifurcation length ðLbÞ beyondwhich it has two stable shapes. The
solid and dotted lines represent the major and minor curvatures
respectively, for a given stable shape. Each shape beyond Lb is non-
cylindrical up to a critical characteristic length ðLcÞ. Given that the
core layer is a generic isotropic material, the effect of laminate size
on bistability is studied for various values of core modulus (E) and
thickness (t).

Fig. 12(a) shows shape bifurcation plots for E ranging from 20 to
60 MPa and t ¼ 3 mm. For a given t, Lb and Lc increase with an
increase in core modulus. Beyond Lc, k0x and k0y have the same sign
for each stable shape. For E ranging from 50 to 100 GPa at
t ¼ 0:254 mm (Fig. 12(b)), Lb is higher for higher E whereas Lc is
independent of E. In this case, k0x and k0y have opposite signs beyond
Lc.

From Fig. 12, it is apparent that bifurcation length is a function of
core modulus and thickness, and hence a function of the strain
energy density of the core. With higher strain energy density, the
bifurcation length of a laminate in a single shape (saddle) is higher.
The critical characteristic length for cylindrical stable shapes is
constant when the coremodulus is on the order of 10 GPa or higher.
For a corewhosemodulus is higher than that of an elastomer (EMC)
by atleast four orders of magnitude, the in-plane component of
strain is negligible compared to its out-of-plane deflection
component ((1)e(3)). Lc is a result of the geometric nonlinearity
associated with large out-of-plane deflection, and is constant in
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value beyond a particular core modulus. Although third-order
polynomials are sufficient to describe the scaling effect in square
laminates, higher order polynomials would be required to explain
the loss in bistability in laminates with high aspect ratio [23].
6. Response of the laminate to shape transition

This section is a report on the measured dynamic response of a
matrix-prestressed bistable laminate during snap-through from
one cylindrical shape to another. The motion capture camera setup
described in Section 3.3 is used in this experiment. The tested
sample is the same as the one shown in Fig. 6(a). The sample is
glued to the head of a thin bolt at its center to create a free
boundary at the ends. The composite is initially curved about the Y
axis and a moment is manually applied to it about its horizontal
axis to snap into the shape with curvature about the X axis
(Fig. 13(a)). The laminate is then snapped back into its initial cur-
vature and its response is recorded (Fig. 13(b)). Ideally, the
Fig. 13. Measured dynamic response of a mechanically-prestressed bista
measured snap-through responses must be identical. However, the
equilibrium curvatures of the fabricated sample are unequal
(0.0057 and 0.0093 mm�1) and hence the measured responses are
unequal. The vibratory amplitude is higher in the case where the
laminate is snapped into the larger of the two curvatures. The
frequencies corresponding to vibrations post the transitions shown
in Fig. 13(a) and (b) are measured to be 20 and 35 Hz respectively.
7. Concluding remarks

A room temperature-cured unsymmetric bistable laminate with
tunable equilibrium shapes is proposed and demonstrated for the
first time. A method for the fabrication of mechanically-prestressed
bistable laminates is presented. An analytical model that includes
the material and geometric nonlinearities of the laminae is devel-
oped to describe the mechanics of the composite. The simulated
shapes of the laminate are in agreement with the measured shapes.
The prescribed design methodology can be extended to develop
ble laminate during a transition from one stable shape to another.
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bistable laminates with arbitrary EMC orientations. Mechanically-
prestressed bistable laminates offer possibilities for the design of
adaptive structures for motion and vibration control through the
incorporation of localized bistability in existing structures.
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